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1 Introduction
Art is created, perceived and appreciated by human brains. Therefore, many people
believe that a scientific account of art, driven by research in the neurosciences, is a
realistic goal (eg Zeki 1999). One aspect of art, termed `visual music', is concerned with
how the visual arts can capture, and be inspired by, properties of music (eg its non-
depicting nature), and also with how music and visual art can be directly combined
(Brougher et al 2005). These forms of art will be processed by the same neurocognitive
mechanisms that support multisensory perception in other contexts (eg lip-reading, or
simultaneously observing and hearing a moving object). Although extensive research has
now been conducted on the cognitive neuroscience of multisensory perception (Calvert
et al 2004), there has been little consideration as to how these mechanisms might apply
to the hedonic appreciation of stimuli, such as those that are found in works of art.
In this study we investigate how people make aesthetic judgments about multisensory
auditory ^ visual stimuli and how this differs from judgments made about the same
unisensory parts. We also investigate how systematic links between auditory attributes
(eg pitch) and visual attributes (eg colour) affect our aesthetic judgments of multisensory
stimuli. The stimuli in the experiments are obtained from individuals who experience a
naturally occurring form of `visual music', namely those with auditory ^ visual synaesthesia
(eg Ward et al 2006).

In Western art, the desire to use the visual medium to convey properties of music
can be traced to the aesthetic movement of the mid-19th century. This is exemplified
by some of the titles of James McNeill Whistler's paintings in which the names of
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musical compositions, such as nocturnes and symphonies, were used to allude to visual
aspects of the painting, such as the colour, even though the paintings depicted non-
musical events (eg the Nocturne series, 1871 ^ 1877; Symphony in White No 1: The White
Girl, 1862). Early twentieth century artists, such as Mikalojus Konstantinas Cí iurlionis
and Wassily Kandinsky, explicitly set out to capture music through a more abstract
style of painting (eg Cí iurlionis's Sonata of the Stars, 1908; Kandinsky's Fuga [Fugue],
1914). Aside from using visual art to mirror the properties of music, the other tradition
in `visual music' uses simultaneous presentation of vision and music. Of course, almost
all musical performances prior to the development of radio and recording were seen
as well as heard, and live performances today still retain this element (eg there is a
correlation between the observed bowing of the violin and the ensuing sound).
Attempts to introduce visual features into musical performance, aside from the orches-
tration, include the use of c̀olour organs' (Peacock 1988), and more contemporary
approaches such as animation (eg Oskar Fischinger's An Optical Poem, 1937), and VJs
(`video jockeys' mix visual images to accompany music in a similar way to a DJ).
Although the cognitive and neural mechanisms are not well understood, it is reason-
able to hypothesise that all these examples of visual music tap the same mechanisms
of multisensory integration that are traditionally studied in the laboratory.

One approach that has been taken to study this scientifically is to consider how
the processing of visual features (eg lightness, spatial frequency) is affected by the
presence of certain auditory features (eg pitch, timbre) and vice versa. Participants
are presented with multisensory auditory ^ visual (AV) stimuli and asked to respond
to one dimension (eg the pitch of the stimulus) whilst ignoring another dimension
(eg visual lightness). If the ignored dimension interacts with performance on the
attended dimension, then this implies that there is a systematic multisensory link
between these dimensions and that the link is automatically evoked. For example,
judging the pitch of a sound is biased by the presence of a visual stimulus such that
stimuli that are high-pitch/light-colour and low-pitch/dark-colour are faster to class as
high/low than stimuli that are high-pitch/dark-colour and low-pitch/light-colour
(Marks 1987). The same is found for loudness paired with lightness (louder being
lighteröMarks 1987); pitch paired with shape (high pitch being sharper and less
roundedöMarks 1987); pitch paired with visual size (high pitch being smalleröGallace
and Spence 2006); and pitch paired with vertical position (high pitch being higher in
spaceöBen-Artzi and Marks 1995). The effects are still present when written words
(eg dark, light, night, day) are used instead of manipulating visual lightness (Martino
and Marks 1999). Many of these links develop early and are unlikely to be learned
via language (Lewkowicz and Turkewitz 1980), although they nonetheless enter into
our language through certain metaphors. A different method is to present participants
with unimodal stimuli that vary in one dimension (eg pitch) and get them to explicitly
vary a second dimension (eg visual lightness) to produce the best match. For example,
increasing pitch and increasing loudness is associated with greater visual lightness
(Marks 1974). The same is found when words are used: sunlight is louder than moonlight,
and a sneeze is brighter than a cough (Marks 1982). Willmann (1944) had composers
write music for various visual patterns, and found that control samples could identify
the original combination of music and visual pattern. A similar approach is used here,
based on synaesthetic experiences.

Studies of individuals with synaesthesia in which sounds elicit visual experiences
(termed here auditory ^ visual synaesthesia) also offer insights into how dimensions
of vision and sound map onto each other. Auditory ^ visual synaesthetes have a multi-
modal auditory ^ visual experience in response to a unimodal auditory stimulus. These
experiences are internally reliable in that a given sound tends to elicit the same colour
over time (Ward et al 2006), and are automatically elicited insofar as a task-irrelevant
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synaesthetic experience can interfere with the naming of veridical colours (Ward et al
2006). Although differences exist between synaesthetes and others (eg in terms of
internal consistency and automaticity), in other respects there are strong similarities
between the consciously reported experiences of synaesthetes and the associations
generated by other members of the population who lack synaesthesia proper. For
example, high-pitch tones tend to be described as higher (in space), lighter in colour,
smaller, and less rounded than low-pitch tones (Marks 1975; Ward et al 2006). This
suggests that some of the same pathways that support AV behavioural interactions in
non-synaesthetes (elicited by bimodal AV stimuli) are also implicated in the AV experiences
of synaesthetes (elicited by unimodal sounds).

The studies reviewed above suggest that there are non-arbitrary mappings between
properties of vision and properties of sound. However, none of the studies above has
explicitly examined hedonic ratings for multisensory stimuli by using liking ratings or
preference judgments. The three experiments described below aim to do so. The stimuli
that are used consist of animated AV sequences that were recreated from the experiences
of auditory ^ visual synaesthetes in response to a set of tones. The general purpose of
all three experiments is to establish whether non-synaesthetic participants judge these
animated sequences as more pleasing than control sets of animations that were not
based on the experiences of synaesthetes. In experiment 1, liking judgments of the
AV synaesthetic animations are compared with those for the unimodal parts and for
random AV combinations. In addition, the original AV animations were distorted by
altering the colour or spatial properties (through rotation). In experiment 2, the same
AV stimuli were used as in experiment 1 but with a forced-choice preference procedure.
In experiment 3, the synaesthetic AV animations were presented alongside a set of
analogous animations created from the descriptions of non-synaesthetes.

2 Experiment 1
In this experiment we investigated liking judgments for auditory stimuli alone (A),
visual stimuli alone (V), and for AV pairings derived from synaesthetic reports. The
judgments were made by the general population. A number of control conditions
were used. Participants rated random pairings of the A and V stimuli played together.
In addition they rated AV stimuli in which the original synaesthetic stimulus was
distorted by altering the colour or orientation of the visual stimulus. Our prediction
was that the participants would judge the synaesthetic pairings more favourably than
the random or distorted pairings.

2.1 Method
2.1.1 Participants. The participants (N � 157) were recruited via the Live Science initia-
tive at London's Science Museum. Their mean age was 33.6 years (range 18 to 64 years)
and there were eighty-one males and seventy-six females. Most participants had English
as the native language (73%), and all participants were proficient in English such that
they were able to follow the instructions (97% spoke a European language with left ^
right reading). A recent prevalence study suggests that auditory ^ visual synaesthesia
affects 0.2% of the population (Simner et al 2006), so it is unlikely that our results will
have been affected by the fact that we did not seek to exclude any such participants.

2.1.2 Materials. The sets of materials were obtained from five synaesthetes experiencing
colours from music and other sounds (mean age 38.8 years, four females). One of the
synaesthetes worked with stained glass but none of the others were professional artists.
There were 42 recorded sounds played on the violin and/or cello. These consisted of
12 notes in which pitch was varied; 3 in which duration of note was varied; 3 in which
loudness of note was varied; 8 in which the manner of playing was varied (eg pizzicato,
vibrato); 4 successive intervals (eg broken minor 3rd); and 12 intervals from minor 2nd
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to an octave (8ve). Synaesthetes were required to select the matching colours from a
Munsell Colour Atlas, draw the shape of the image, and to verbally describe other
aspects of the synaesthesia (eg the direction and style of movement, or texture). The
synaesthetes were significantly more consistent in their pitch ^ colour associations than
control participants, who were asked to give similar descriptions and drawings (see
section 4.1.2). In all instances, the synaesthetic colour was related to auditory prop-
erties of the note (eg pitch) rather than the name of the note. All five synaesthetes
additionally reported colours for letters, numbers, days, and months which have been
shown to be reliable over time (480% consistency over at least 2 months). As such,
there was a high degree of confidence that this sample consisted of genuine synaes-
thetes. From the initial set of 42 sound ^ drawing pairings, 20 sounds were selected
to form the basis of the animated images. The sounds were drawn from a mix of
pitches, styles of playing, and intervals. Thus, there were 100 short animations in total
produced from the synaesthetes (20 animations from each of the five synaesthetes).
These 100 animations are available online (http://www.youtube.com; search `animations
samantha moore'). The animations were made digitally by one of the authors (SM)
who is a professional animator, with Painter IX software and a Wacom Intuos graphics
tablet and edited with Final Cut Pro. The animations were made at 25 frames sÿ1 and each
of the sequences was between 25 and 175 frames long.

2.1.3 Design. The set of 100 synaesthetic animations was then adapted in two ways
to create two further sets of 100 animations: first, by choosing a colour that was com-
plementary to the original (approximately 1808 in hue on the Munsell colour space, not
necessarily preserving the initial luminance or chroma); second, by spatially rotating the
original image through 908 anticlockwise. The aspect ratio of the original animation was
preserved by the rotation so that both the original and distorted animations appeared
`landscape' in orientation (an aspect ratio of 1:75 : 1). The original and adapted animations
were then presented in six different conditions: (i) sound only; (ii) visual only; (iii) synaes-
thetic [correct pairings of (i) and (ii) as generated by the synaesthetes]; (iv) non-synaesthetic/
random [random pairings of (i) and (ii)]; (v) non-synaesthetic/colour change [identical to
(iii) but complementary colour chosen]; (vi) non-synaesthetic/rotated [identical to (iii)
but rotated anticlockwise by 908].

This generates a set of 600 unique trials. Each participant was asked to rate a
selection of 60 of the stimuli, 10 from each condition (based on the same sounds and
visions. The selection of stimuli was random with the constraint that the same subset
of sounds and animations appeared in all six conditions.

2.1.4 Procedure. The 60 animations for each participant were presented in a random
order. Participants were asked how much they liked the animation, considering both
the sound and vision when both were present, or the sound and vision alone when
only one was present. The instructions stressed that there is no right or wrong answer.
The participants sat at one of three computer monitors (screen size 40 ^ 70 cm) and
could choose a comfortable distance. The animations filled 80% of the screen length.
Underneath the animation was a bar and pointer used to indicate liking. Liking judg-
ments were made by moving a pointer along a line in which points on the line were
marked with five `smiley' faces (ranging from very happy to very unhappy with neutral
in-between). The scale was continuous with the faces just serving as anchor points.
The pointer on the scale was dragged by the mouse and the participants made their
selection by clicking on a `Next' button. The `Next' button was not activated until the
pointer had been moved. The experiment lasted approximately 10 min and participants
were informed when they were halfway through.
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2.2 Results and discussion
The participants' selections were coded such that stimuli judged to be neutral were
given a value of 0. Other selections were coded between �1 and 100, depending
on their distance from neutrality. A one-way repeated-measures ANOVA across all 6
conditions revealed a significant main effect (F5 780 � 21:63, p 5 0:001), indicating that
some conditions were considered to be more aesthetically pleasing than others.

The first four conditions, in which the same sounds and visual animations were
displayed in various combinations, yielded results summarised in figure 1. Pairwise
comparisons are Bonferroni corrected and the p value adjusted accordingly. The
visual images alone were liked significantly more than the sounds alone (t156 � 5:80,
p 5 0:005). For AV pairings, the aesthetic judgment depended upon how the sound
and vision were combined: the visual descriptions that were synaesthetically appro-
priate to the sound were rated as more aesthetically pleasing than the same stimuli
randomly paired (t156 � 3:71, p 5 0:005). To determine the mechanism by which partic-
ipants made their judgments we can compare their actual judgments against the judg-
ments expected from an average combination of the unimodal auditory and visual
liking scores. For the random AV pairings, the liking score does not differ from that
expected from an averaged combination of the two unimodal scores. That is, the liking
of this multisensory stimulus is entirely predicted by the mean of its unisensory parts
(t156 � 1:61, ns). In contrast, the synaesthetic AV pairings were liked significantly
more than predicted from the mean of its unisensory parts (t156 � 4:12, p 5 0:005).
This suggests some mechanism other than the average of the parts. Given that the
synaesthetic AV pairings were not judged as more pleasing than the visual ones
(t156 � 0:02, ns), one may wonder whether participants base their liking judgments
solely on their liking for the visual component to the exclusion of the auditory component.
This is not the case. Ratings of the AV synaesthetic pairs correlate with the ratings of
the sounds presented in isolation (r � 0:631, p 5 0:001). The best-fit linear regression
models suggest that the liking scores for AV stimuli are predicted by the liking scores
of both the auditory and visual components as shown in the equations below (all b
coefficients, p 5 0:05). In addition, the intercept in the regression equation was signifi-
cantly different from zero for the synaesthetic AV (AVsyn ) animations ( p 5 0:001),
but not for the random AV (AVrand ) combinations. This figure (�10:03) represents the
added value of having synaesthetically congruent AV stimuli irrespective of the liking
of the A and V parts.

AVsyn � 0:71�A� � 0:59�V� � 10:03 [r 2 � 0:61]

AVrand � 0:15�A� � 0:39�V� � 0:28 [r 2 � 0:26]

,
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ÿ5

ÿ10

ÿ15

A V (A�V)avg AVrand AVsyn
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Figure 1. The average liking rating
for unimodal auditory (A), uni-
modal visual (V) stimuli, and
multimodal AV stimuli that are
randomly paired (AVrand ) or based
on synaesthetic perceptions to those
sounds (AVsyn ). The expected liking
based on the average of the two
unimodal responses is also shown
(A� V)avg. Error bars show�1 SEM.
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Considering next the two conditions in which the synaesthetic animation was
changed in terms of colour or orientation, a one-way ANOVA revealed that these two
conditions were not rated any differently from the original synaesthetic AV animations
themselves (F2 312 � 0:45, ns). The mean rating for the colour-changed stimuli was 7.31
(SD � 21:4) and the mean for the orientation-changed stimuli was 6.20 (SD � 22:1),
compared to a mean of 6.16 (SD � 24:3) for the unaltered stimuli. Our prediction
that the particular nature of the AV correspondences found in synaesthetes would be
considered as aesthetically pleasing, by non-synaesthetes, was thus not supported
by this first experiment. Although there is something aesthetically pleasing about AV
synaesthetic combinations relative to random combinations of the same constituents,
this does not appear to be due to the colour or orientation of the visual stimulus and
is probably related more to factors such as temporal synchrony. In order to explore
this further, a second experiment was conducted in which the same stimuli were used
but the experimental procedure was changed.

3 Experiment 2
In experiment 2, two visual stimuli were presented with a single sound and the partici-
pants were required to choose which animation they preferred to go with the sound.
The two visual stimuli were drawn from the three conditions in the previous experiment:
random pairings, hue change, and orientation change. This forced-choice manipulation
was expected to be more sensitive to the different manipulations, given that attention
would be drawn to the different contents of the stimuli.

3.1 Method
3.1.1 Participants. The participants (N � 85) were recruited via the Live Science initiative
at London's Science Museum. The mean age was 31.1 years (range 17 to 62 years) and
there were thirty-eight males and forty-seven females. Most participants had English as
the native language (79%), and all participants were proficient in English such that they
were able to follow the instructions (97% spoke a European language with left ^ right
reading).

3.1.2 Materials. The materials were the same as those used in experiment 1. There
were 100 animations generated from synaesthetes (20 per synaesthete) together with
the corresponding animations in which the colour or orientation had been changed.
The same 20 sounds were used as before.

3.1.3 Design. There were three different conditions each involving a forced choice: one
containing the original synaesthetic pairing and its corresponding colour change;
one containing the original synaesthetic pairing and its corresponding orientation
change; and one containing the original synaesthetic pairing and a randomly selected
animation that was a synaesthetic response to a different sound. The participants
were blind to all these manipulations, including the fact that some animations directly
corresponded to the experiences of synaesthetes. This design generated 300 combina-
tions of sound and image. Each participant was shown 100 with approximately equal
numbers from each condition.

3.1.4 Procedure. Participants sat at a computer screen at comfortable viewing distance
and were required to wear headphones. They were told that they would see two anima-
tions side-by-side and listen to a single sound, and asked to choose whichever animation
they preferred to go best with the sound that they heard. They were told that there was
no right or wrong answer and that they were free to guess. They made their response
without time pressure by highlighting the preferred animation with a mouse and then
pressing the `next' button to immediately start the next trial. The original synaesthetic
animation appeared on the left and right equally often.

,
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3.2 Results and discussion
If the participants have no systematic preference for the synaesthetic images, then the
null hypothesis would predict a chance 50/50 selection between the two options. If
they have a systematic preference for the synaesthetic (or, indeed, the non-synaesthetic)
animations then a significant deviation from the null hypothesis would be expected.
The results are summarised in figure 2. A significant tendency to prefer the synaes-
thetic animation was found when paired with the colour-changed stimuli (one-sample
t84 � 5:13, p 5 0:001; mean � 55.8%), when paired with the rotated stimuli (one-
sample t84 � 17:60, p 5 0:001; mean � 67.6%), and when randomly paired with another
synaesthetic animation (one-sample t84 � 25:29, p 5 0:001; mean � 75:3%). Thus, partici-
pants show a preference for animations derived from synaesthetic perceptions over and
above identical animations that have been changed in colour or orientation.

The effects of colour change fit well with previous observations (eg Ward et al
2006) such that synaesthetes and controls tend to associate sounds and colours on the
basis of pitch ^ luminance (high pitch, lighter colour) and pitch ^ chroma (mid-range
pitches being more colourful). In the present experiment, the distortions to the original
colour affected several properties (luminance, hue, and chroma), and so it is unclear
which is the most critical. However, the present study provides further evidence that
the mechanisms that give rise to synaesthetic AV experiences (from a unimodal sound
stimulus) are related to mechanisms of AV integration in non-synaesthetes (in which
there is bimodal stimulus). Moreover, it suggests that these structural mappings affect
preference ratings.

The effects of orientation change are novel, and this reflects the fact that we have
been able to consider, through the use of animation, the dynamic properties of the
synaesthetic visual experience. Figure 3 shows the direction of movement for the 100
animated sequences. Sequences in which there was no movement or in which move-
ment radiated from a central point were not included, and sequences in which there
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of the distribution based upon no preference
being found.
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was movement in more than one direction (eg up and then right) were treated as a vector
average. There was a general tendency for synaesthetic visual experiences induced by
sound to move in a left-to-right direction. The possible role of cultural influences
(eg reading direction) on this spatial bias is considered in section 5. The fact that rotation
of the stimulus affected preference judgments implies that control participants were also
sensitive to a preferred visual direction of movement when accompanied by sound.

There is a wide range of individual differences in the extent to which people aesthe-
tically preferred (and hence reliably chose) the synaesthetic animation. Female participants
(F) outperformed males (M) in the colour condition (M � 53:2%, F � 58:0%; t83 � 2:10,
p 5 0:05) but not the other conditions (orientation: M � 65:3%, F � 69:5%; t83 � 1:82,
ns; random: M � 75:3%, F � 75:3%; t83 � 0:00, ns). Those participants who showed a
strong tendency to prefer the synaesthetic stimuli to the orientation-changed stimuli
also tended to prefer the synaesthetic stimuli to the colour-changed stimuli (r � 0:286,
p 5 0:01), but neither of these correlated with the tendency to prefer the synaesthetic
stimulus to the randomly paired stimulus (r � ÿ0:175 and r � 0:081, respectively). This
supports the conclusion that there are separate mechanisms dedicated to content-based
and temporal-based multisensory integration.

One could also envisage that participants would show a preference for one side of the
screen. Previous findings have suggested that the left side of paintings has a `special'
status in that the sun is more likely to be depicted as shining from the left than the
right (Sun and Perona 1998), the picture is more likely to be named after an object
on the left (Nelson and MacDonald 1971), and people judge the left side of a picture
as feeling nearer (Nelson and MacDonald 1971). However, when given two animations
side-by-side our participants showed no preference for the left (48.8% of responses
were to the left; one-sample t84 � 1:46, ns).

4 Experiment 3
Experiment 3 employed the same forced-choice design as experiment 2 but synaesthetic
AV pairings were contrasted with the equivalent AV pairings generated by non-synaesthetes.
If controls access the same multisensory mapping as synaesthetes, even if they do
so by different means, then we would expect them to be indistinguishable from their
synaesthetic counterparts. If, however, having an overt synaesthetic experience gives
better access to an `ideal' multisensory pairing then the synaesthetic animations would
be expected to be preferred over the control animations.

4.1 Method
4.1.1 Participants.The participants (N � 78) were recruited via the Live Science initiative
at London's Science Museum. The mean age was 27.5 years (range 16 to 75 years) and
there were forty-four males and thirty-four females. Most participants had English as the
native language (68%), and all participants were proficient in English such that they were
able to follow the instructions (95% spoke a European language with left ^right reading).

Figure 3. The approximate direction of movement (to the nearest 458) of synaesthetic visual
experiences triggered by sounds. The length of the lines represent the proportion of visual experi-
ences that moved in that direction when a sound was played.
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4.1.2 Materials. The set of 100 animations taken from synaesthetes, used in experiments
1 and 2, was used again together with a corresponding set of 100 animations taken
from five age- and sex-matched controls (mean age 35.6 years, 3 females). Given that
we wanted the control animations to be closely matched to the synaesthetic anima-
tions, the controls were instructed to keep the drawings abstract (eg not to draw a
violin being bowed) and were prompted to elaborate on their drawings (eg describe
movement, texture, background). As with the synaesthetes, the controls originally pro-
duced drawings for 42 stimuli even though only 20 were used in the final animations.
As a measure of internal consistency, the variability in the choice of colour was calcu-
lated for pairs of different stimuli having the same pitch value (there were 13 such
stimuli). The synaesthetes were significantly more consistent than controls in their
selection of chroma (t8 � 2:35, p 5 0:05) and luminance (t8 � 2:28, p 5 0:05), and
showed a non-significant trend for hue (t8 � 1:733, ns).

4.1.3 Design. For each sound (N � 20) there were 5 animations taken from the synaes-
thetes and 5 animations taken from the control participants. This generates 500 unique
trials (206565). Each participant was presented with 100 trials drawn randomly
from different sounds and participants, but such that every unique trial would appear
once in each batch of five participants.

4.1.4 Procedure. The procedure was identical to that used in experiment 2 except for
the stimuli shown. The participants were shown the original (undistorted) animation
taken from a synaesthete and one animation taken from a control, both corresponding
to the same sound and asked to choose the preferred AV animation.

4.2 Results and discussion
As before, if participants have no preference for one type of animation then their
scores would be centred on a 50/50 distribution. A one-sample t-test revealed that
participants had a significant tendency to prefer the animations taken from synaes-
thetes over those from the controls (t77 � 7:67, p 5 0:001; mean � 56:6%). Figure 4
shows the distribution of response preferences for the seventy-eight participants tested.
There were no significant gender differences (M � 56:6%, F � 56:6%; t77 � 0:02, ns).

This result is perhaps surprising given the evidence that non-synaesthetes tend to
match auditory and visual features in similar ways to synaesthetes (eg Ward et al 2006).
Whilst this may be true, the animations produced from the synaesthetes were far richer
in detail than those from the controls and it is likely that this could be driving the
effect that we observed. We return to this point in the next section.
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5 General discussion
`Visual music' is an influential form of modern art (Brougher et al 2005) and this
study provides one of the first scientific attempts to understand the mechanisms that
underlie our ability to appreciate it and, to a lesser extent, to create it. The basic
premise of the research is that visual music will tap the same mechanisms that support
multisensory AV integration more generally. Moreover, we assume, on the basis of
previous research, that there are non-arbitrary biases that determine how auditory and
visual properties may be optimally combined. These biases have been elucidated by
using behavioural paradigms in which auditory and visual dimensions interact (for a
review see Marks 2004), and also appear to be directly reflected in the experiences of
people who possess AV synaesthesia.

In experiment 1, non-synaesthetic participants were presented with AV animations
based on synaesthetic experiences and were required to rate how pleasant/unpleasant
the stimulus was. The synaesthetic AV stimuli were rated as more pleasant than random
combinations of the unimodal parts, and were rated as more pleasant than the mean
(or sum) of the unimodal parts. However, distorted versions of the original synaesthetic
AV pairs, created by altering the colour or orientation, had no effect. This suggests
that the liking judgments were relatively insensitive to the previously documented
biases that exist between auditory and visual features. Experiment 2 demonstrated
that participants are sensitive to these biases when they are required to make a forced-
choice preference judgment between two stimuli. One possibility is that detection
of AV temporal synchrony occurs automatically, whereas the detection of content-
based AV correspondences is more sensitive to the demands of the task and, perhaps,
has a strategic component to it. It is noteworthy that individual differences in the
ability to discriminate the synaesthetic AV stimulus on the basis of colour and orienta-
tion are highly correlated, but these are not correlated with the ability to discriminate
the synaesthetic AV stimulus from random AV pairs (which may rely on temporal
synchrony). It would be interesting to explore the origin of these individual differences.
For example, does it reflect individual differences in multisensory integration (suscep-
tibility to certain AV illusions is known to vary within the population, eg the illusion
of Shams et al 2000)? Or does it reflect other cognitive differences that are unrelated
to perception (eg creativity)? Dailey et al (1997) found that participants who scored
higher on a measure of creativity showed a higher degree of inter-subject consensus for
determining which colour should go with tones, vowels, and emotion words than
participants who scored lower on the creativity measure. Ward et al (2008) suggest that
the ability to generate and notice meaningful cross-modal associations may depend on
certain aspects of creativity, even though the cross-modal associations are present in
all individuals (whether creative or not). They suggest that individual differences would
be less apparent on indirect measures (eg eye movements to the synaesthetic AV stimulus)
than on direct measures (eg preference judgments, or generating visual drawings from
sounds). Moreover, they suggest that, although the same associations are implicated
in synaesthetes and non-synaesthetes alike, the mode of access to the associations may
differ between the groups. Synaesthetes have first-hand access to the associations
through their experiences (stimulus-driven access) whereas non-synaesthetes must gen-
erate and evaluate the associations using some combination of bottom-up access and
strategic retrieval and verification. This may account for the results of experiment 3,
in which the synaesthetic AV stimuli were still favoured over the AV stimuli generated
from control participants, even though we assume (on the basis of previous research)
that both groups have similarly structured AV correspondences.
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The literature on multisensory perception suggests that there are different factors
that influence whether information will be integrated across the senses or not. These
include the factors of temporal synchrony, spatial proximity and similarity of content.
These factors are associated with separate neural substrates. For example, the insula
has been implicated in AV integration based on temporal synchrony (eg Olson et al
2002), the superior temporal sulcus has been linked to the congruency of the stimulus
content in the two modalities (eg Calvert et al 2000), and the inferior parietal lobes
and intraparietal sulcus have been implicated in spatial binding (eg Macaluso et al
2004). The results of our study provide behavioural evidence that is consistent with
separate mechanisms for detecting temporal synchrony and similarity of content.

By using animated clips, we were able to consider how the synaesthetic visual
experience evolves over time. One novel finding is that there is a general tendency for
the visual experiences to move in a left-to-right direction in spite of the fact that there
was no spatial movement directly implied in the tones that were used. There are a
number of possibilities why this might be. First of all, there is general bias in attention
to the left side of space that may reflect right hemispheric specialisation for spatial
processes (Nicholls et al 1999). Second, it may reflect the cultural tendency for left-to-
right reading. Whatever the reason behind the directional bias, the observation that
the temporal characteristics of a heard sound manifest themselves as visuospatial move-
ment is not trivial. It fits with a wider body of evidence showing that spatial processes
are implicated in the representation of non-spatial continua such as numbers (Dehaene
et al 1993; Fias and Fischer 2005), pitch (Rusconi et al 2006), and temporal concepts
(eg months of the yearöGevers et al 2003).

In summary, this study has demonstrated that the experiences of people with
auditory ^ visual synaesthesia can be used to reveal the structure of auditory ^ visual
mappings that exist in the wider population, and that these mappings may play a role
in our ability to appreciate visual music as an art form. The experiences of people who
have this form of synaesthesia may provide a rich source of motivation to participate
in both visual art and music (Ward et al 2008). Although this type of synaesthesia is
rare, the experiences can be readily appreciated by those who lack synaesthesia. Previous
scientific explorations of art have typically focused on a single modality (visual art
or music). However, the study of synaesthesia and multisensory integration offers the
potential to widen these explorations to a more holistic approach to the scientific
understanding of art.
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